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The Convi clamp, is made of lightweight cast alloy, can be securely mounted on any tube from 5 to
51mm and equipped with a saddle for mounting on to flat surfaces. The elastic P.U. Pad also reduces 
surface damage and enhances gripping action. All metal parts are made of stainless steel for sturdier 
and anti-rusted features. The die -casting aluminum of locking knob provides with most rugged
advantage. With built-in female socket allows the use of any attachments to hold anything from 
backgrounds to lighting fixtures. The spring safety locking system also offers double insurance while 
the screw locking action is not completely finished.

KCP-700B Convi Clamp-Black
KCP-700 Convi Clamp-Silver

20kg
44lbs

0.45kg
1lbs

96

56

135
M5

1/4”-20

KCP-7SDL Convi Clamp Saddle
Allow to use the clamp on most flat 
Surface such as a table without a tool. 
Set for four.

KCP-710B Convi Clamp w/Adjustable Handle-Black
KCP-710 Convi Clamp w/Adjustable Handle-Silver
The Convi clamp with Adjustable Steel Handle features a ratcheted handle that allows to rotate the 
handle in a complete circle to tighten or loosen it in a very tight operating space.

20kg
44lbs

0.45kg
1lbs

KD-730B Convi Clamp Double Socket-Black
KD-730 Convi Clamp Double Socket-Silver
Offer an additional 5/8’’ ( 16mm) 
socket to Convi clamp

KD-731B Double Socket W/ Spring Safety Pin
Same fuction as KD-730B, but with spring 
safety pin and through hole for safety wire.
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KCP-720B Double Convi Clamp-Black
KCP-720 Double Convi Clamp-Silver
Assembled by two Convi Clamps provides a 90 degree angle and perfect for supporting a crossbar for 
background on kupoles.

KCP-260B Grip Head w/Hex Stud
The Grip Head with Hex Stud is identical to the 2-1/2’’ Grip Head with big handle but not being 
mounting to a baby 5/8’’ (16mm) receiver, it’ s mounted to a hexagongal stud designed exclusively 
to fit the Convi clamp.

KCP-270B Convi Clamp Griphead
This is assembled by Convi clamp (KCP-700B)
and Grip Head with Hex Stud (KCP-270B).

KCP-701 Toothy Convi Clamp - Silver
Designed for mounting on the trees with the 
teeth devices of clamp

KCP-265 Grip Head w/ Coupler
Weight: 0.65KG (1.4lbs)
Working load: 20KG (44lbs)

KCP-715 Toothy Convi Clamp w/ Coupler
Weight: 1KG (2.2lbs)
Working load: 15KG (33lbs)
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KS-010
Offset Arm 215mm (8.4”)

KS-004 
M12 x 30 Stud

KS-001
3/8” Snap In Pin

KS-002 
1/2” Snap In Pin

KS-003 
5/8” Snap In Pin

KS-005 
M10 x 25 Stud

KS-006
M12 x 35 Threaded Socket

KS-007 
M10 x 30 Threaded Socket

KS-008
Joining Stud/Swivel

KS-009 
150mm Extension

Applications:

KD-790B Bracket Shelf Holder
L Bracket Shelf Holder
17cmW x 0.4cmD (Set for two)

KD-795B U Hook
Compact U Hooks - 
Black (Set for two)

KS-031 Snap in Right Angle
Right angle 5/8’’ baby stud with hex stud in 
the other end for not rotating while fitting into 
Convi clamp. Hex stud fits into Convi clamp 
and longer right angle 5/8” baby stud for 
mounting lighting fixture or grip head. 

KS-010 & KCP-700 KD-790P & KCP-700
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KS-015 Hex Stud 3/8’’-16F & 1/4’’-20F
Solid bass hex adapter is designed to Convi 
clamp. It comes with 3/8” -16 female and 
1/4’’ -20 female thread. 

KS-016 90/45 degree Joining Stud
Designed for Convi clamp can be joined back 
to back at right or repeatable angles.

KS-014 Hex Stud 3/8’’-16M & 1/4’’-20M
Solid bass hex camera stud is designed to 
Convi clamp. It comes with 3/8” -16 male 
and 1/4’’ -male thread to Mount camera 
directly to with a camera head.   

KS-011 100mm Square Mounting plate
10X10 CM palte welded with a 5/8'' hex stud 
for fitting into Convi clamp. 

KS-012 Swivel Steel U hook
Steel U hook with a hex pin perfect for 
hanging strobe packs, HMI babllasts, 
or rigging background crossbars to light 
stands. 

KS-018 5/8’’ (16mm) stud w/M10 thread
Easy to be mounted on the yoke of lighting 
fixture with the M10 thread and butteryfly 
knob.  And connected with Convi clamp 
with 5/8’’ (16mm ) stud. 

KS-015R Round Stud 3/8’’-16F & 1/4’’-20F
Solid bass round adapter comes with 
3/8’’ -16 female and 1/4’’ -20 female. 
This is replacement stud for the Tilting 
umbrella adapter.

KS-014R Round stud 3/8’’-16M & 1/4’’-20M
Solid bass round camera stud with 3/8’’ -16 
male  and 1/4’’ -20 female thread to Mount 
camera directly to with a camera head. 
This is replacement stud for the Tilting 
umbrella adapter.

KS-017 Universal 5/8’’ (16mm) stud 
             w/ 3/8’’-16M and 1/4’’-20M
Solid round brass made stud can fit into 
any 5/8’’ (16mm) receiver which can be 
the adapter from baby receiver to baby pin. 
 

KS-020/B 5/8’’ compact Alu. Snap in Pin
Lightweight aluminum 5/8’’ (16mm) adapter 
with hex stud for Convi clamp and round 
head in the other side. 

10X10 CM palte welded with a 5/8'' hex
or fitting into Convi clamp. 
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KS-027 5/8’’ (16mm) Male Adapter ( M10)
Steel made 5/8’’ (16mm) Adapter with tapped 
M10 thread female.

KS-063 3/8''-16M to 1/4-20'' F adapter
Solid brass made small adapter that converts a 
3/8’’ -16 male thread to a 1/4’’ -20 female thread.

KS-025 Hex Camera stud 3/8’’-16
Hexagonal end is for Convi clamp and 
3/8’’ -16 male in the end side for Camera. 
Made by solid bass. 

KS-023 3/8’’ head mounting plate w/ 5/8’’ stud 
Round flat plate made to mount head or any 
other accessory tapped with a female 3/8’’ -16 
thread to Convi clamp or any equipment has a 
baby receiver.
 

KS-024 1/4’’ head mounting plate w/ 5/8’’ stud 
Round flat plate made to mount head or any 
other accessory tapped with a female 1/4’’ -20 
thread to Convi clamp or any equipment has a 
baby receiver.

KS-051 1/4"M - 1/4"M Adapter Spigot
Dual male stud with standard 1/4” 20 tripod thread

KS-037 5/8''(16mm) Male Adapter (3/8'')
Steel Made 5/8''(16mm) Adapter With tapped
3/8''-16 thread fenale.

KS-026 Hex Camera stud 1/4’’-20
Hexagonal end is for Convi clamp and 1/4’’-20 
male in the end side for Camera. Made by 
solid bass.

KS-054 3/8" M- 1/4"M Adapter Spigot
Dual male stud with 3/8’’ to 1/4’’ thread adapter. 
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KS-052 3/8’’-16F to 1/4’’-20M adapter
Solid brass made small adapter that converts a 
3/8’’ -16 female thread to a 1/4’’ -20 male thread.male thread to a 1/4 20 
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